
Jablocom
Phone Solution



REDUCED COSTS. SIGNIFICANTLY.
No infrastructure, no maintenance, no experts, no expensive 
upgrades, no landline fees. It means lower investment and 
operating costs. Significantly lower. You can operate your 
desktop phones as efficiently and effortlessly as your 
mobile phones – and under the same contract.

SIMPLE AND SCALABLE.
Implementation of our solution is easy and quick. Just insert SIM 
cards into your new desktop phones and call. It also smoothly 
adapts to changing needs. Whenever you grow, reorganize, 
establish a branch or move; your phones will follow you.

Jablocom Phone Solution offers a smart alternative 
of voice communication in your company. Unlike 
systems based on landlines or VoIP, it does not 
need any wires, servers, licences or maintenance. 
It simply uses network services of a mobile operator. 
Thus, it can smoothly replace or extend your current 
phone system.

Since 2011 German railway operator 
Deutsche Bahn has been replacing gradually 
the old phone system by Jablocom phones. 
New system flexibly grows from hundreds to 
thousands terminals without any upgrade.

From hundreds 
to thousands

HEAVY DUTY. NO MAINTENANCE.
Your team works hard and expects reliable working tools. 
Our solution meets your demands. Mobile network is under 
24/7 supervision of your operator; our cloud provides bank
grade security and our phones offer an outstanding quality 
and durability. You can count on support of our local partners, 
profound after sales services and a 36 months warranty.

“We have no problems or claims 
reported. Getting used to better things 
is always easy.”

The State Land Office, Czech Republic

900 phones.
Not a single 
claim.
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OPTIMIZED FOR WORK.
Jablocom phones are created for professional 
use with the user in mind. Functional design, 
intuitive control, solid workmanship, sound 
quality, headset support and further features 
make an efficient and comfortable working tool. 
People like them. Even after hundreds of calls.
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“This is really a feature we have been waiting for quite a while – 
it’s so much needed in a company environment!”

Elite Tours, Austria

Must-have 
feature

PHONES UNDER CONTROL. 
EFFICIENTLY.
Our cloud administration provides intuitive tool for 
administering phones in your company. Create groups 
of phones, synchronize shared contact list, define user 
rights, change settings or update firmware with a few 
clicks. Simply. Without investment, trainings and experts.
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The State Land Office in 
the Czech Republic saved 
60% of investment costs* 
for a system with 900 
phones on 80 locations.

* Compared to the actual 
offer based on VoIP 
technology.
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Familiar shape of casual business 
phone, uncomplicated interface and 
excellent durability. This is Essence.

Essence is supported by Jablotool 
Cloud. Thus, you can count 
on efficient remote and bulk 
administration; intuitive hotkey 
settings via web or contact 
synchronization with Google and 
Exchange directories.

Eleven hotkeys; multicolour 
signalling lights; dedicated buttons 
for call transfer, loud speaker, silent 
mode and other important functions 
make daily use comfortable.

Essence was chosen as a standard 
phone model by many companies 
and governmental institutions 
around Europe.

With its stunning design, generous 
8inch screen and Android based 
system the Jablocom Raven is the 
right smartphone for your desk.

The Switchboard function replaces 
common hotkey panels and support 
of Bluetooth and EHS (DHSG) 
professional headsets provides 
necessary comfort for heavy users.

It brings intuitive touch interface and 
the power of mobile applications. 
Whether it is your Google calendar, 
MS Exchange contacts, shipment 
tracking application or your own 
proprietary app – Raven is the right 
companion. 

An efficient remote and bulk 
administration of Ravens using 
Jablotool Cloud is available.

JABLOCOM

RAVEN
Desktop smartphone 

based on Android

JABLOCOM

ESSENCE
Reliable and durable phone 
for any office or other work place

CLOUD 
ADMINISTRATION
Keep contacts in all Jablocom phones 
uptodate and manage your phone 
system efficiently.

Service is available at Jablotool.com 
for Essence & Raven.



We are Jablocom, company based in the Czech Republic, in the 
heart of Europe. Since 2005 we have been developing phone 

solutions which use mobile networks.

We are a stable and reliable partner of mobile operators, value 
added distributors and system integrators on four continents. 
Together with them we deliver solutions to the World’s most 

demanding markets.

Network of our partners provides local support. 
Do not hesitate to contact them for advice, quotation or help.

JABLOCOM:
EXPERIENCE AND QUALITY

GLOBAL EXPERTISE.
LOCAL SUPPORT.

www.jablocom.com


